
The Torque values presented and suggested in this document are offered as a general guideline. It should be

known that torque is an indirect indication of tension through the fastener assembly. There are many factors that

may affect the Torque to Tension relationship including: finish, lubrication, rust, material type, use of various

washer, thread condition, and even temperature.

There are various devices to directly measure bolt tension in the field, such as Ultrasonic meters. These devices

tend to be expensive and not readily available. To accurately check the tension of an assembly in the field based

off of torque values, it is recommended to conduct an experiment with a calibrated torque wrench and a

Skidmore-Wilhelm type load cell device. Using the actual field assembly, it is then possible to accurately equate

the torque on the assembly to the tension force through the assembly.

The torque or tension tables provided have been developed and calculated with the following formula:

T = K x d x P

Where T = Torque

K = Coefficient or friction factor

d = Nominal thread diameter

P = Tension Force induced in fasteners

The friction factor “K” ranges from 0.30 for high friction/rusted assembly to 0.10 or less for smooth well lubricated

assembly. The “K” factor values can vary drastically depending on the various assembly conditions and

environment. The standard industry “K” factor for plain fasteners is 0.20 but can be reduced 0.10 if the assembly is

well lubricated. If the lubricated K factor is half the unlubricated K factor that would mean the assembly would

only require half the torque to achieve the same clamp force.

Tension Force in the provided tables has been calculated to be 75% of a bolts specified proof-load. The values

provided are a good approximation but an experiment, as mentioned above, is suggested to ensure the required

tension is achieved.

Its is vital to ensure the torque wrench that is being used has been correctly calibrated. Even with a calibrated

torque wrench the correct tension value through the assembly is likely to be within ± 25% accuracy. This accuracy

can improve to ± 5% when the torque tension relation ship is verified with a Skidmore- Wilhelm type device.

The following table provides generally accepted industry K factors for some standard finishes and conditions.

K FACTOR

Fasteners Finish (dry) K Factor

Plain Steel (Black) .20+

Zinc Plating (Dry) .20+

Black Oxide Treatment (Lightly Oiled) .15 to .17
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